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Q: How do you currently use Tag Inspector?

Any and all tags found on these sample pages are tracked and reports are sent daily to a shared email account 

owned by the L2TMedia team. Reports sent daily depict changes that may have occurred with site tagging and 

allow team members to review client sites’ “tagging health” at any time via the reports or interface, rather than 

manually checking through a site’s source code.

Q: How much time has using Tag Inspector saved you and your team on average? Can you rate on a scale 
1-10 how much time/effort it has saved your team

5 – still have not used it as much we would like to, but getting all the accounts added was important.

Q: Has Tag Inspector helped improve visibility to changes occurring on client sites, enable proactive 
tagging xes, and/or is your team more efficient with client site set up (in regards to analytics, marketing 
or advertising tag deployment)?

At this point we have been more efficient at discovering tracking issues and identifying if the issues stem from a 

tag no longer being present.

Q: Has there been any other benets with using Tag Inspector, and what would you rank working with
the InfoTrust and Tag Inspector product team on a scale from 1-10?

We can easily share with clients which pages are missing specic tags, which is a huge benet. We would rank 

working with InfoTrust and Tag Inspector as a 10.
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InfoTrust is a Google Analytics Certied Partner, Google 
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